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Dindr disrupts online dating.
It’s an app focused on creating new,
in-person experiences over food &
drink, one successful date at a time.
Online dating is broken.
Current dating apps are focused on
making multiple matches, not
setting up dates. Unlimited choices
& endless chatting overwhelm users
creating indecision and inaction.
Many matches, few dates.
The lack of focus on planning a date
results in users spending over one
hour daily swiping and matching to
get nowhere, instead of meeting
face-to-face. This leads to
frustration and a sentiment
commonly known as “dating app
fatigue.” This fatigue has lead to a
decline in actual dates, with less
than 2% of matches made resulting
in dates in 2017.
Dindr makes dating easy.
The Dindr team has built a product
that not only makes better matches,
but efficiently sets up dates, giving
people a chance to get in front of
each match made on the app.
Dindr creates dates, not matches.
Leveraging a time-sensitive, AIpowered same-day date setup
service. Using location, food tastes,
and interests, Dindr empowers the
user to easily and efficiently meet
someone who interests them today,
face-to-face, at a safe, centrally
located, and mutually enjoyed
location.

Free to date today? Join a round.

Join one of Dindr’s three matchmaking rounds at 12PM, 3PM, or 7PM to get matched for a
same-day date in real-time. We show you a handful of profiles of people online, ready to chat,
making it easy to find you a date that you can actually meet.

Tired of swiping? AI drives better dates.

Dindr leverages algorithms to create best-fit matches; the app takes your tastes, interests, and
personal preferences into account when making suggestions, and will work to determine
matches that will most-likely result in successful dates.

Dindr makes planning dates a piece of cake (or a cup of coffee).

We turn awkward small-talk into action. Dindr helps find out if you’re in the mood for a meal, or
just down to grab a cup of coffee or beer. On Dindr, it’s easy to cut to the chase and make plans.
Taking taste and location into account, we curated places for you and your match to meet.

Now is the time.
The current, outdated dating app
model focuses on setting up chats
between as many sets of interested
parties as possible, without a plan to
drive in-person dates. In this
generation of “on demand” mobile
services, there is a gap in datadriven meetup coordination. The
online dating experience will benefit
strongly from efficient and
immediate planning curated by
artificial intelligence. It’s time Dindr
brings integrity into online dating.
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